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Abstract—We consider the problem of sequential decision
making for random fields corrupted by noise. In this scenario, the
decision maker observes a noisy version of the data, yet judged
with respect to the clean data. In particular, we first consider
the problem of scanning and sequentially filtering noisy random
fields. In this case, the sequential filter is given the freedom to
choose the path over which it traverses the random field (e.g., noisy
image or video sequence), thus it is natural to ask what is the best
achievable performance and how sensitive this performance is to
the choice of the scan. We formally define the problem of scanning
and filtering, derive a bound on the best achievable performance,
and quantify the excess loss occurring when nonoptimal scanners
are used, compared to optimal scanning and filtering.

We then discuss the problem of scanning and prediction for
noisy random fields. This setting is a natural model for applica-
tions such as restoration and coding of noisy images. We formally
define the problem of scanning and prediction of a noisy mul-
tidimensional array and relate the optimal performance to the
clean scandictability defined by Merhav and Weissman. Moreover,
bounds on the excess loss due to suboptimal scans are derived, and
a universal prediction algorithm is suggested.

This paper is the second part of a two-part paper. The first paper
dealt with scanning and sequential decision making on noiseless
data arrays.

Index Terms—Filtering, hidden Markov model, multidimen-
sional data, prediction, random field, scandiction, scanning,
sequential decision making.

I. INTRODUCTION

C ONSIDER the problem of sequentially scanning and fil-
tering (or predicting) a multidimensional noisy data array,

while minimizing a given loss function. Particularly, at each
time instant , where is the number of
sites (“pixels”) in the data array, the sequential decision maker
chooses a site to be visited, denoted by . In the filtering sce-
nario, it first observes the value at that site, and then gives an
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estimation for the underlying clean value. In the prediction sce-
nario, it is required to give a prediction for that (clean) value,
before the actual observation is made. In both cases, both the
location and the estimation or prediction may depend on the
previously observed values–the values at sites to . The
goal is to minimize the cumulative loss (as measured by a given
loss function) after scanning the entire data array.

Applications of this problem can be found in image and video
processing, such as filtering or predictive coding. In these ap-
plications, one wishes to either enhance or jointly enhance and
code a given image. The motivation behind a prediction/com-
pression-based approach is that the prediction error may consist
mainly of the noise signal, while the clean signal is recovered
by the predictor. For example, see [1]. It is clear that different
scanning patterns of the image may result in different filtering
or prediction errors, thus, it is natural to ask what is the per-
formance of the optimal scanning strategy, and what is the loss
when nonoptimal strategies are used.

The problem of scanning multidimensional data arrays also
arises in other areas of image processing, such as one-dimen-
sional wavelet [2] or median [3] processing of images, where
one seeks a space-filling curve which facilitates the one-dimen-
sional signal processing of the multidimensional data. Other ex-
amples include digital halftoning [4], where a space filling curve
is sought in order to minimize the effect of false contours, and
pattern recognition [5]. Yet more applications can be found in
multidimensional data query [6] and indexing [7], where mul-
tidimensional data are stored on a one-dimensional storage de-
vice, hence, a locality-preserving space-filling curve is sought
in order to minimize the number of continuous read operations
required to access a multidimensional object, and rendering of
three-dimensional graphics [8], [9].

An information-theoretic discussion of the scanning
problem was initiated by Lempel and Ziv in [10], where
the Peano–Hilbert scan was shown to be optimal for com-
pression of individual images. In [11], Merhav and Weissman
formally defined a “scandictor,” a scheme for sequentially
scanning and predicting a multidimensional data array, as
well as the “scandictability” of a random field, namely, the
best achievable performance for scanning and prediction of a
random field. Particular cases where this value can be computed
and the optimal scanning order can be identified were discussed
in that work. One of the main results of [11] is the fact that if
a stochastic field can be represented autoregressively (under a
specific scan ) with a maximum-entropy innovation process,
then it is optimally scandicted in the way it was created (i.e., by
the specific scan and its corresponding optimal predictor).
A more comprehensive survey can be found in [12] and [13].
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In [12], the problem of universal scanning and prediction of
noise-free multidimensional arrays was investigated. Although
this problem is fundamentally different from its one-dimen-
sional analogue (for example, one cannot compete successfully
with any two scandictors on any individual image), a universal
scanning and prediction algorithm which achieves the scan-
dictability of any stationary random field was given, and the
excess loss incurred when nonoptimal scanning strategies are
used was quantified.

In [14], Weissman, Merhav, and Somekh-Baruch, as well as
Weissman and Merhav in [15] and [16], extended the problem of
universal prediction to the case of a noisy environment. Namely,
the predictor observes a noisy version of the sequence, yet, it is
judged with respect to the clean sequence. In this paper, we ex-
tend the results of [11] and [12] to this noisy scenario. We for-
mally define the problem of sequentially filtering or predicting
a multidimensional data array. First, we derive lower bounds on
the best achievable performance. We then discuss the scenario
where nonoptimal scanning strategies are used. That is, we as-
sume that, due to implementation constraints, for example, one
cannot use the optimal scanner for a given data array, and is
forced to use an arbitrary scanning order. In such a scenario,
it is important to understand what is the excess loss incurred,
compared to optimal scanning and filtering (or prediction). We
derive upper bounds on this excess loss. Finally, we briefly men-
tion how the results of [12] can be exploited in order to construct
universal schemes to the noisy case as well. While many of
the results for noisy scandiction are extendible from the noise-
less case, similarly as results for noisy prediction were extended
from results for noiseless prediction [15], the scanning and fil-
tering problem poses new challenges and requires the use of new
tools and techniques.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II includes a
precise formulation of the problem. Section III includes the
results on scanning and filtering of noisy data arrays, while
Section IV is devoted to the prediction scenario. In both sec-
tions, particular emphasis is given to the important cases of
Gaussian random fields corrupted by additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN), under the squared error criterion, and binary
random fields corrupted by a binary symmetric channel (BSC),
under the Hamming loss criterion.

In particular, in Section III-A, a new tool is used to derive
a lower bound on the optimum scanning and filtering perfor-
mance (Section IV-A later shows how this tool can be used to
strengthen the results of [11] in the noise-free scenario as well).
Section III-B gives upper bounds on the excess loss in nonop-
timal scanning. In Section III-B1, the results of Duncan [17] as
well as those of Guo, Shamai, and Verdú [18] are used to de-
rive the bounds when the noise is Gaussian, and Section III-B2
deals with the binary setting. Section III-C uses recent results
by Weissman et al. [19] to describe how universal scanning and
filtering algorithms can be constructed. In the noisy scandiction
section, Section IV-A relates the best achievable performance
in this setting, as well as the achieving scandictors, to the clean
scandictability of the noisy field. Section IV-B introduces a uni-
versal scandiction algorithm, and Section IV-C gives an upper
bound on the excess loss. In both Sections III and IV, the sub-
sections describing the optimum performance, the excess loss

bounds, and the universal algorithms are not directly related and
can be read independently. Finally, Section V contains some
concluding remarks.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We start with a formal definition of the problem. Let de-
note the alphabet, which is either discrete or the real line. Let

be the noisy observation alphabet. Let be
the observation space (the results can be extended to any finite
dimension). A probability measure on is stationary if it
is invariant under translations , where for each and

(namely, stationarity means shift in-
variance). Denote by and the sets of all prob-
ability measures on and stationary probability measures on

, respectively. Elements of , random fields, will be de-
noted by upper case letters while elements of , individual data
arrays, will be denoted by the corresponding lower case. It will
also be beneficial to refer to the clean and noisy random fields
separately, that is, represents the clean signal and

represents the noisy observations, where for
is the random variable corresponding to at site .

Let denote the set of all finite subsets of . For ,
denote by the restrictions of the data array to . Let
be the set of all rectangles of the form

. As a special case, denote by the square
. For , let the interior radius of be

s.t. (1)

where is a closed ball (under the -norm) of radius
centered at . Throughout, will denote the natural loga-
rithm.

Definition 1: A scanner-filter pair for a finite set of sites
is the following pair .
• The scan is a sequence of measurable mappings,

determining the site to be visited at time
, with the property that

(2)

• is a sequence of measurable functions, where for
each determines the reconstruction for
the value at the site visited at time , based on the current
and previous observations, and is the reconstruction al-
phabet.

Note that both the scanner and the filters base their
decisions only on the noisy observations. Throughout, we use
tilde to distinguish between the filtering and the prediction sce-
narios. Thus, in the prediction scenario (i.e., noisy scandiction),
we define , that is, represents predictors,
which have access only to previous observations. We allow ran-
domized scanner–filter pairs, namely, pairs such that
or can be chosen randomly from some set of possible
functions. It is also important to note that we consider only scan-
ners for finite sets of sites, ones which can be viewed merely as
a reordering of the sites in a finite set .
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The cumulative loss of a scanner–filter pair up to time
is denoted by

(3)

where is the loss function. The sum
of the instantaneous losses over the entire data array

, will be abbreviated as .
For a given loss function and a field restricted to
, define the best achievable scanning and filtering performance

by

(4)

where is the marginal probability measure restricted to
and is the set of all possible scanner–filter pairs for . The
best achievable performance for the field , is defined
by

(5)

if this limit exists.
In the prediction scenario, is allowed to base its estimation

only on , and we have

(6)

(7)

and

(8)

if this limit exists.
The following proposition asserts that for any stationary

random field both the limit in (5) and the limit in (8) exist.

Proposition 1: For any stationary field and for
any sequence , satisfying , the
limits in (5) and (8) exist and satisfy

(9)

(10)

Since and , possess the subadditivity
property, e.g., for any , there exists a
scanner–filter pair (or a scandictor ) on
such that

(11)
the proof of Proposition 1 follows verbatim that of [11,
Theorem 1].

III. FILTERING OF NOISY DATA ARRAYS

In this section, we consider the scenario of scanning and fil-
tering. In this case, a lower bound on the best achievable per-
formance is derived. We then derive bounds on the excess loss
when a nonoptimal scanner is used (with an optimal filter), con-
centrating our attention on the interesting cases of Gaussian
random fields corrupted by AWGN and binary valued fields
observed through a BSC. Finally, we briefly discuss universal
scanning and filtering.

A. A Lower Bound on the Best Achievable Scanning and
Filtering Performance

We assume an invertible memoryless channel, meaning the
channel input distribution of a single symbol is uniquely deter-
mined given the output distribution. As an example, a discrete
memoryless channel with an invertible channel matrix can be
kept in mind. See [20] for a discussion on the conditions on the
channel matrix for the invertibility property to hold. Moreover,
as will be elaborated on later, the result below applies to more
general channels, including continuous ones.

In the case of an invertible channel, we define associated
Bayes envelope by

(12)

where is the distribution of the channel output . Define

(13)

and let be the upper concave envelope of . Clearly,
for a fixed channel and loss function, the Bayes envelope can be
described as a function of the input distribution, without the re-
quirement for an invertible channel. However, as will be clear
from the proof of Theorem 2 below, it is beneficial to relate the
best (single-letter) achievable filtering performance to the en-
tropy of the output , hence, the definition of the Bayes en-
velope is terms of the output distribution , which implicitly
requires the channel invertibility (in order to solve for the input
distribution given and the channel).

Theorem 2: Let be the output of an invertible memoryless
channel whose input is . Then, for any scanner-filter pair

we have

(14)

that is,
(15)

Proof: We prove the above theorem for the discrete case.
Yet, the derivations below apply to the continuous case as well,
with summations replaced by the appropriate integrals and the
entropy replaced by differential entropy.

Denote by the reordered output sequence, that is,
. We have
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(16)

The equality holds since the reordering does not change
the entropy of . While this is clear for data-independent re-
ordering, more caution is required when is a data-dependent
scan. Yet, this can be proved using the chain rule, and noting that
conditioned on , the next site is fixed (this is similar
to the proof of [12, Proposition 13]). The inequalities and

follow from the definitions of and , respectively, and
and follow from Jensen’s inequality.

At this point, a few remarks are in order. Theorem 2 is the
direct analogue of the lower bounds in [11] for the filtering sce-
nario. Note, however, that it holds for any finite set of sites .
Furthermore, it applies to arbitrarily distributed random fields
(even nonstationary fields), and to a wide family of loss func-
tions. In fact, the only condition on is that the associated
Bayes envelope is well defined. Note also that the lower
bound on given in Theorem 2 results from the applica-
tion of a single letter function , to the normalized entropy
of the noisy field . That is, the memory in
is reflected only in .

The proof of Theorem 2 is general and direct, however, it
lacks the insightful geometrical interpretation which led to the
lower bound in [11]. Therein, Merhav and Weissman showed
that the transformation from a data array to an error sequence
(defined by a specific scandictor ) is volume preserving.
Thus, the least expected cumulative error is the radius of a
sphere, whose volume is the volume of the set of all typical
data arrays of the source. This happens when all the typical
data arrays of the source map to a sphere in the “error vectors”
space, and thus Merhav and Weissman were able to identify
cases where the lower bound is tight. Currently, we cannot
point out specific cases in which (15) is tight. Moreover, as the
following examples show, in the scanning and filtering scenario
(unlike the scanning and prediction scenario we discuss in
Section IV), may not be concave, and thus .
Note, in this context, that there is no natural time sharing

solution in this case, as there is no natural tradeoff between
two (or more) optimal points, and there is only one criterion to
be minimized—the cumulative scanning and filtering loss (as
opposed to rate versus distortion, for example).

1) Binary Input and BSC: To illustrate its use, we specialize
Theorem 2 to the case of binary input through a BSC, i.e., the
input random field is binary, and is the output of a BSC
whose input is and crossover probability is . Note,
however, that although the derivations below are specific for
binary alphabet and Hamming loss, they are easily extendible to
arbitrary finite alphabet and discrete memoryless channel with
a channel transition matrix and loss function .

To compute the lower bound on the best achievable scanning
and filtering performance, we evaluate and . By the
definitions in (12) and (13), we consider the scalar problem of
estimation of a random variable based on its noisy obser-
vation . Denote by the probability and by

the probability . The best achievable perfor-
mance, , which clearly depends on , and, hence, de-
noted , is given by

(17)

where results from the optimality of and results
from the invertibility of the channel. Consequently

s.t.

(18)

where is the binary entropy function and
. Note that since for ,

there is a discontinuity at , hence is generally not con-
cave and (although can be easily calculated).
Fig. 1 includes plots of both and for . We also
mention that is a realistic cumulative loss in nontrivial sit-
uations, as there are cases where “say-what-you-see” (and thus
suffer a loss ) is the best any filter can do [21]. Furthermore,
note that is not the maximum entropy function used
in [11] to derive the lower bound on the scandictability.

Finally, exact evaluation of the bound in Theorem 2 may be
difficult in many cases, as the entropy may be hard to
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Fig. 1. The function ����, as it appears in (18), and its upper concave envelope, �����, both plotted for � � ����. Note that ���� and ����� have analytic expressions,
and the plots are discrete only to better distinguish between them.

calculate, and only bounds on its value can be used.1 At the end
of Section III-B2, we give a numerical example for the bound
in Theorem 2 using a lower bound on the entropy rate.

Remark 1: Clearly, is interesting only in the region
, as any reasonable filter will have an expected normalized cu-

mulative loss smaller or equal to the channel crossover prob-
ability. However, due to the discontinuity at is
concave for but not for . This is fortunate, as if

were concave on , Theorem 2 would have resulted in
as an upper bound on the entropy rate of any binary

source corrupted by a BSC, which is erroneous (for example,
it violates as a lower bound on the entropy rate of
a first-order Markov source with transition probability cor-
rupted by a BSC with crossover probability ).

2) Gaussian Channel: Consider now the case where
is the output of an AWGN channel, whose input is arbitrarily
distributed. Assume the squared error loss function, denoted as

. As the optimal filter is clearly the conditional expecta-
tion, in this case is given by

s.t. and (19)

Since is fixed, this is similar to the
classical Gaussian channel capacity problem, only now the
input constraint is , which generally

1Think, for example, of an input process which is a first-order Markov source.
While the entropy rate of the input is known, the output is a hidden Markov
process whose entropy rate is unknown in general.

depends on the distribution of rather than solely on its
variance, and hence is not necessarily achieved by Gaussian .
In other words, deriving a lower bound on the best achievable
scanning and filtering performance for arbitrary input and
AWGN involves the optimization problem in (19), for which
we have no solution yet. Nevertheless, when the input distri-
bution is restricted, it is possible to specialize Theorem 2 to
the interesting case on AWGN, as the following two examples
show.

Gaussian random fields corrupted by AWGN. When the input
is limited to be Gaussian, the optimization problem in (19) is
trivial and can be easily calculated. Clearly, is thus
valid only to bound the performance for scanning and filtering
of Gaussian fields corrupted by AWGN. Since the distributions
depend only on the variance (assuming zero expectation), we
have , and in fact

(20)

Hence

s.t.

(21)

Unlike the binary setting given in Section III-A1, here the cumu-
lative loss will be strictly smaller than for any nontrivial
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setting and reasonable filter, as the error in symbol-by-symbol
filtering is . Yet, is convex for

, and the chain of inequalities in (16) cannot be tight.
Binary random fields corrupted by AWGN. In a similar

fashion, when the input is limited to be binary, the optimization
problem in (19) is trivial and can be computed. In this
case, however, there is only an implicit solution to . Yet,
this solution can be computed numerically.

For a binary symmetric random variable of variance ,
corrupted by an additive Gaussian noise of variance , we
have (see, e.g., [18], whose results will be discussed in more
detail in Section III-B)

(22)

and

(23)

Thus, we have

(24)

where is the solution of the equation (implicit in )

(25)
, the upper concave envelope of given in (24), can then

be used to lower-bound the best achievable scanning and fil-
tering performance in the case of binary random fields corrupted
by AWGN (according to Theorem 2).

B. Bounds on the Excess Loss of Nonoptimal Scanners

Theorem 2 gives a lower bound on the optimum scanning and
filtering performance. However, it is interesting to investigate
what is the excess scanning and filtering loss when nonoptimal
scanners are used. Specifically, in this subsection we address
the following question: Suppose that, for practical reasons for
example, one uses a nonoptimal scanner, accompanied by the
optimal filter for that scan. How large is the excess loss incurred
by this scheme with respect to optimal scanning and filtering?

We consider both the case of a Gaussian channel and squared
error loss (with Gaussian or arbitrarily distributed input) and the
case of a binary source passed through a BSC and Hamming
loss. While the tools we use in order to construct such a bound
for the binary case are similar to the ones used in [12], we de-
velop a new set of tools and techniques for the Gaussian setting.

1) Gaussian Channel: We investigate the excess scanning
and filtering loss when nonoptimal scanners are used, for the
case of arbitrarily distributed input corrupted by a Gaussian
channel. We first focus attention on the case where the input
is Gaussian as well, and then derive a new results for the more
general setting.

Similarly as in [12], the bound is achieved by bounding
the absolute difference between the scanning and filtering
performance of any two scans, and , assuming both
use their optimal filters. This bound, however, results from a
relation between the performance of discrete-time filtering and
continuous-time filtering, together with the fundamental result
of Duncan [17] on the relation between mutual information
and causal minimal mean square error estimation in a Gaussian
channel. Namely, we use the mutual information in continuous
time as a scan-invariant feature, and the actual value of the
excess loss bound results from the difference between discrete
and continuous time filtering problems, as will be made precise
below.

From now on we assume the loss function is the squared
error loss, . We start with several definitions. Let be a
Gaussian random variable, . Consider the fol-
lowing two estimation problems.

• The scalar problem of estimating based on ,
where , independent of .

• The continuous-time problem of causally estimating
, based on , which is an AWGN-corrupted

version of , the Gaussian noise having a spectral density
level of .

To bound the sensitivity of the scanning and filtering perfor-
mance, it is beneficial to consider the difference between the
estimation errors in the above two problems, that is,

(26)

where is the continuous-time signal . Clearly,

. Since is a sufficient statistic

in the estimation of is equivalent to the
squared error in estimating based on being a
Gaussian random variable, independent of , with zero mean
and variance . Thus

(27)

where

(28)

The following is the main result in this subsection.

Theorem 3: Let be a Gaussian random field with a con-
stant marginal distribution satisfying for
all . Let , where is a white Gaussian
noise of variance , independent of . Then, for any two
scans and , we have

(29)
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Theorem 3 bounds the absolute difference between the scan-
ning and filtering performance of any two scanners, and ,
assuming they use their optimal filters. Clearly, since the scan-
ners are arbitrary, this result can also be interpreted as the differ-
ence in performance between any scan and the best achievable
performance . Note that the bound value
is a single-letter expression, which depends on the input field

and the noise only through their variances. Namely,
the bound does not depend on the memory in .

Proof (Theorem 3): As mentioned earlier, the comparison
between any two scans is made by bounding the normalized cu-
mulative loss of any scan in terms of a scan-invariant entity,
which is the mutual information.

For simplicity, assume first that the scan is data-indepen-
dent, namely, it is merely a reordering of the entries of . In
this case, is a discrete time Gaussian vector. We con-
struct from it a continuous-time process, , where

for any .
That is, is a piecewise constant process, whose constant
values at intervals of length correspond to the original values
of the discrete time vector . Let and be the
AWGN-corrupted versions of and , namely,

and is constructed according to

(30)

where is a standard Brownian motion. Observe that the white
Gaussian noise, , has a spectral density of level , sim-
ilar to the variance of the discrete-time noise . Since we
switch from discrete time to continuous time, it is important to
note that the noise value in the two problems is equivalent. That
is, if the discrete-time field is corrupted by noise of vari-
ance , then we wish the continuous-time white noise to have
a spectrum such that the integral over an interval of length ,
whose integrand is the continuous output (and thus is a
sufficient statistic in order to estimate the piecewise-continuous
input in this interval), will be a random variable which is ex-
actly having a variance of .

We have

(31)

The equality results from the application of (27) with
, i.e., with distributed conditioned

on . Note that conditioned on is indeed
Gaussian, and that (27) applies to any Gaussian cor-
rupted by Gaussian noise. The inequality is true since

and due to the increasing mono-
tonicity of , is true since the resulting integral from to
is simply the minimal mean-square error in filtering (as

is a sufficient statistic with respect to ),
and the application of Duncan’s result [17, Theorem 3]. Finally,

is true since the mutual information is invariant to the
reordering of the random variables. To complete the proof of
Theorem 3, simply note that since is nonnegative for

, by above, the normalized cumulative loss can be
upper-bounded as well, that is,

(32)

hence, similarly as in the chain of inequalities leading to (31)

(33)

In fact, (33) can be viewed as the scanning and filtering analogue
of [18, eq. (156a)].

Now, if the scan is data dependent, the above derivations
apply, with the use of the smoothing property of conditional
expectation. That is, conditioned on , the position is
fixed (assuming deterministic scanners, though random scan-
ning order can be tackled with a similar method), relation in
(31) holds since it holds conditioned on , and relation
holds as the mutual information is invariant under data-depen-
dent reordering as well. This is very similar to the methods used
in the proof of [12, Proposition 13], where it was shown that the
entropy of a vector is invariant to data-dependent reordering.

At this point, a few remarks are in order. A very simple
bound, applicable to arbitrarily distributed fields and under
squared error loss (yet interesting mainly in the Gaussian
regime) results from noting that for any random variables
and

(34)
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Fig. 2. Bounds on the excess loss in scanning and filtering of Gaussian input corrupted by AWGN. The solid line is the bound given in Theorem 3. The dashed
line is the bound given in (36).

Namely, simple symbol-by-symbol restoration results in a cu-
mulative loss of at most , and we have

(35)

Thus, the excess loss in nonoptimal scanning cannot be greater
than that value, hence

(36)

In the next subsection, we derive a tighter bound than the
bound in (36), applicable to arbitrarily distributed noise-free
fields. However, since this bound may be harder to evaluate, it
is interesting to discuss the properties of (36) as well.

Both the bound in Theorem 3 and the bound in (36) are in the
form of , for some , where .
This means that any bound obtained for a certain signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) applies to all values of by rescaling. The
bound in Theorem 3 has the form , where
was defined in (28), and we have

(37)

that is, the scan is inconsequential at very high or very low SNR.
This is clear as at high SNR the current observation is by far
the most influential, and whatever previous observations used
is inconsequential. For low SNR, the cumulative loss is high
whatever the scan is. Unlike the bound in Theorem 3, (36) does
not predict the correct behavior for , and is mainly
interesting in the high-SNR regime.

The above observations are also evident in Fig. 2, which
includes both the bound given in Theorem 3, applicable to
Gaussian fields, and (36), applicable to arbitrarily distributed
fields. It is also evident that in the case of Gaussian fields,

has a unique maximum of approximately , that
is, the excess loss due to a suboptimal scan at any SNR is
upper-bounded by .

Remark 2: It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3 that an
upper bound on the expression in (26), valid for arbitrarily dis-
tributed input , may yield an upper bound on the excess scan-
ning and filtering loss which is also valid for arbitrarily dis-
tributed random fields. However, while the integral in (26) can
be upper-bounded by assuming a Gaussian has
no nontrivial lower bound. In fact, in [22], it is shown that if
is the following binary random variable:

w.p.

w.p.
(38)

for which and , then we have

(39)
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which can be arbitrarily close to for small enough . Thus, the
only lower bound on which is valid for any with

, and depends only on and , is (and hence
results in a bound weaker than Theorem 3 or (36)).

In the next two subsections, we derive new bounds on the
excess loss, which are valid for more general input fields. First,
we generalize the bound in Theorem 3. While the result may be
complex to evaluate in its general form, we show that for binary
input fields the bound admits a simple form. We then show that
if the input alphabet is continuous, then a nontrivial bound on

can be derived easily, which, in turn, results in a new
bound on the excess loss.

A Generalization of Theorem 3: A generalization of The-
orem 3 results from revisiting equality of (31), which is
simply the application of (27) with . While
it is clear that an expression similar to that in (27) can be com-
puted for non-Gaussian , it is not clear that has
the same distribution for any (unlike the Gaussian
setting, where is always Gaussian). Nevertheless,
using the definition below, one can generalize Theorem 3 for
arbitrarily distributed inputs as follows.

For any , where is the AWGN-corrupted
version of , define as shown in (40) at the
bottom of the page.

Theorem 4: Let be an arbitrarily distributed random
field, with a constant marginal distribution satisfying

for all . Let ,
where is a white Gaussian noise of variance , indepen-
dent of . Then, for any two scans and , we have

(41)

The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Theorem 3, and
appears in Appendix A.

Note that is scan-independent, as it includes
a maximization over all possible scans. At first sight, it seems
that this maximization may take the sting out of the excess loss
bound. However, as shown in the example below, at least for the
interesting scenario of binary input, this is not the case.

First, however, a few more general remarks are in order.
Since important insight can be gained when using the results
of Guo, Shamai, and Verdú [18], let us mention the setting
used therein. In [18], one wishes to estimate based on

, where is a standard normal random variable.
Denote by and the mutual information
between and , and the minimal mean-square
error in estimating based on , respectively.
Note that in our setting equals
(this equivalence was also used in (23)). Under these definitions

(42)

or equivalently

(43)

Consequently, the result of Theorem 3 can be restated as

(44)

where and
are simply the mutual information and minimal mean-square
error of the scalar problem (hence, a single letter expression) of
estimating a Gaussian based on , where is
standard Gaussian. In fact, the bound in Theorem 4 will always
have the form , for some
whose distribution is the maximizing distribution in (40). The
next example shows that this is indeed the case for binary input
as well, and the resulting bound can be easily computed.

Example 1 (Binary Input and AWGN): Consider the case
where is a binary random field, with a symmetric marginal
distribution (that is, ).
Note that the ’s are not necessarily independent and identi-
cally distributed (i.i.d.), and any dependence between them is
possible. is the AWGN-corrupted version of . To eval-
uate the bound in Theorem 4, should be calcu-
lated. However, for any scan and time is still a
binary random variable, taking the values with probabili-
ties , for some . Hence

(45)

where is a binary random variable, taking the values
with probabilities and is
the AWGN-corrupted version of . The following result holds
for any random variable .

Claim 5: For any random variable with
, the expression in (26) is monotonically increasing in .

Proof: We have

(46)

(40)
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Fig. 3. Bounds on the excess loss in scanning and filtering of binary input fields corrupted by AWGN. The solid line is the bound given in (48) (that is, Theorem
4), and the dashed line is the symbol-by-symbol bound given in (51).

Thus

(47)

where the last inequality is by [18, Corollary 1].

Claim 5 simply states that the monotonicity of used in
inequality of (31) is not specific for Gaussian input, and
holds for any . Thus, by Claim 5, the term in the braces of
(45) is monotonically increasing in the variance of , which is
simply . Thus, it is maximized by , and we
have

(48)

where and are the mutual information and
minimal mean square error in the estimation of based on

, where is binary symmetric and is a standard
normal. Since the conditional mean estimate in this problem is

, similarly to (22) and (23), we have

(49)

and

(50)

so the bound can be computed numerically. The above bound
is plotted in Fig. 3. Similarly to the case of Gaussian input, it is
insightful to compare this bound to a simple symbol-by-symbol
filtering bound. That is, since for any binary corrupted by
AWGN of variance ,
we have

(51)

where is given in (50). This is simply the analogue
of (36) to the binary input setting.

A Bound for Arbitrarily Distributed Continuous Input: In this
subsection, we derive an additional bound on the excess scan-
ning and filtering loss under squared error. We assume, however,
that the input random field is over , and that has
a finite differential entropy for any (roughly speaking,
this means that in the denoising problem of is a
nondegenerated continuous random variable). Under the above
assumptions, we derive an excess loss bound which is not only
valid for non-Gaussian input, but also depends on the memory
in the random field . On the other hand, it is impor-
tant to note that the bound that follows is mainly asymptotic,
and may be much harder to evaluate compared to the bounds in
Theorem 3 or (36).
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By [23, Theorem 9.6.5], for any with a finite conditional
differential entropy

(52)

Thus

(53)

where follows from applying (52) with , holds
since conditioning reduces entropy and results from by ap-
plying Jensen’s inequality.

The expression equals

for any two scanners and , since
equality holds even without the expectation implicit in the
conditional entropy function. Thus, it is scan-invariant. Define

(54)

can be seen as the asymptotic normalized entropy in
the denoising problem of based on its noisy observations.
Note that the entropies in (54) are differential. The following
proposition gives a new lower bound on the excess scanning and
filtering loss under squared error.

Proposition 6: Let be an arbitrarily distributed contin-
uous valued random field with for all . Let

, where is a white noise of variance , in-
dependent of . Assume that has a finite differential
entropy for any . Then, for any two scans and , we
have

(55)

Proof: The proof follows directly by applying the lower
bound on the scanning and filtering performance given in (53)
and the upper bound in (35).

The bound in Proposition 6 is always at least as tight as the
bound in (36) (and thus tighter than the bound in Theorem 3 for
high SNR). For example, if the estimation error of given
tends to zero as increases (as in the case where for

all ), then . However, if cannot be re-
constructed completely by , then the bound may be tighter
than (36). It is far from being a tight bound on the excess loss,
though. In the extreme case where all ’s are i.i.d., the excess
loss bound in Proposition 6 is (for
non-Gaussian ), while it is clear that all reasonable scanner-
filter pairs perform the same. Finally, note that any lower bound
on results in an upper bound on the scanning and
filtering excess loss. For example, for a first-order, one-dimen-
sional, Markov process and any finite , we have

(56)

which can be quite tight even for small values of and can be
easily computed to result in a simple upper bound on the excess
loss. Clearly, this can be extended to any Markov process of
order by

(57)

2) Binary Input and BSC: Unlike the Gaussian setting dis-
cussed in Section III-B1, where the bound on the excess loss
resulted from a continuous-time equality, with the mutual infor-
mation serving as the scan-invariant feature, in the case of bi-
nary input and a BSC the entropy of the random field will play
the key role, similar to [12]. As given in Section III-A, the best
achievable performance (in the scalar problem) is given by

(58)

where is the probability that the channel output is and
is the channel crossover probability. Note that is not the
Bayes envelope associated with estimating using under
Hamming loss. However, as is clear from the derivations in (17),
and will be evident from the proof of the following theorem,
that is the expectation of the Bayes envelope
(associated with estimating using under Hamming loss)
with respect to the distribution . Define

(59)

The following is the main result in this subsection.

Theorem 7: Let be the output of a BSC with crossover
probability whose input is . Then, for any scanner–filter
pair , where is the optimal filter for the scan ,
we have

(60)

Even without evaluating explicitly, it is easy to see that the
excess loss when using nonoptimal scanners is quite small in
this binary filtering scenario. For example, for and

we have and , respectively, yielding a
maximal loss of and . Fig. 4 includes the value of
as a function of . Similarly to Section III-B1, it is compared
to a simple bound on the excess loss which results from simply
bounding the Hamming loss of any filter by from below and

from above (namely, is the resulting bound on the excess
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Fig. 4. Bounds on the excess loss in scanning and filtering of binary random fields corrupted by a BSC. The solid line is the bound in Theorem 7 ��� �, and the
dashed line is the singlet bound �� ����� � ��.

loss). The values in Fig. 4 should also be compared to ,
which is the bound on the excess loss in the clean prediction
scenario [12], or even to larger values in the noisy prediction
scenario, to be discussed in the next section. The fact that the
filtering problem is less sensitive to the scanning order is quite
clear as the noisy observation of is available under any
scan. Finally, it is not hard to show that in the limits of and

(high and low SNR, respectively), we have ,
which is expected, as the scanning is inconsequential in these
cases (note, however, that the singlet bound, , does not predict
the correct behavior at low SNR).

Proof (Theorem 7): We first show that for any arbitrarily
distributed binary -tuple and any

(61)

where is the expected cumulative Hamming
loss in optimally filtering based on , and and are
the minimizers of in (59). Indeed

(62)

Consider the summation

(63)

As is optimal, the inner sum equals at most
. Thus, similar to the derivations in (17),

we have

(64)
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Let . Note that . We
have

(65)

which establishes (61). However, the same inequality can be
proved for any reordering of the data (similar to the proof
of [12, Proposition 13]), consequently

(66)

Using (66), remembering that for any ,
and applying the triangle inequality results in (60).

Note that analogous ideas were used by Verdú and Weissman
to bound the absolute difference between the denoisability and
erasure entropy [24].

Theorem 2 gives a lower bound on the best achievable scan-
ning and filtering performance. Theorems 3, 4, and 7 give an
upper bound on the maximal possible difference between the
normalized cumulative loss of any two scanners (accompanied
by the optimal filters), or any one scanner compared to the
optimal scan. Although Theorem 2 is similar to the results of
[11], even for the relatively simple examples of a Gaussian field
through a Gaussian memoryless channel or a binary source
through a BSC we have no results which can parallel [11,
Theorem 17], i.e., give an example of an optimal scanner–filter
pair for a certain scenario. However, as the next example shows,
we can identify situations when scanning and filtering improves
the filtering results, i.e., nontrivial scanning of the data results
in strictly better restoration. Moreover, the following example
illustrates the use of the results derived in this section.

Example 2 (One-Dimensional Binary Markov Source and the
BSC): In this case, it is not too hard to construct a scheme in
which nontrivial scanning improves the filtering performance.
In [21], Ordentlich and Weissman study the optimality of
symbol-by-symbol (singlet) filtering and decoding. That is,
the regions (depending on the source and channel parameters)
where a memoryless scheme to estimate is optimal with
respect to causal (filtering) or noncausal (denoising) nonmemo-
ryless schemes. Clearly, in the regions where singlet denoising
is optimal (a fortiori singlet filtering), scanning cannot im-
prove the filtering performance. However, consider the region
where singlet filtering is optimal, yet singlet denoising is not.
In this region, there exists for which the estimation error
in estimating based on is strictly smaller than that
based on (as the optimal filter is memoryless yet the optimal

denoiser is not). Hence, a scanner which in the first pass scans
contiguous symbols, then skips one, etc., and in the second

pass returns to fill in the holes, accompanied by singlet filtering
in the first pass and nonmemoryless in the second, has strictly
better filtering performance than the trivial scanner.

For a binary symmetric Markov source with a transition prob-
ability , corrupted by a BSC with crossover probability
, [21, Corollary 3] asserts that singlet filtering (“say-what-you-

see” scheme in this case) is optimal if and only if

(67)

Singlet denoising, on the other hand, is optimal if and only if

(68)

Consider a scanner–filter pair which scans the data using an
“odds-then-evens” scheme. On the odds, “say-what-you-see”
filtering is used. On the evens, are used in order to estimate

.2 The results are in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5, the points marked
with “ ” are where the “odds-then-evens” scan improves on the
trivial scan. The two curves are and . Fig. 6 shows the
actual improvement made by the “odds-then-evens” scanning
and filtering.

For , for example, the “odds-then-evens” error
rate is smaller than that of filtering with the trivial scan by
(that is, compared to ). This value should be put along-
side the upper bound on the excess loss given in Theorem 7,
which is smaller than in this case. To evaluate the bound
on the best achievable scanning and filtering performance given
in Theorem 2 for this example (denoted, with a slight abuse of
notation, as ), we have

(69)

where is the entropy rate of the output, which is in turn
lower-bounded by . The resulting bound for

is approximately .
Thus, there exist nontrivial scanning and filtering schemes

(i.e., lower bounds) whose improvement on the trivial scanning
order is of the same order of magnitude as the upper bound in
Theorem 7. To conclude, it is clear that there is a wide region
were a nontrivial scanning order improves on the trivial scan, an
that this region includes at least all the region between and

. Yet, it is not clear what is the optimal scanner–filter pair.

C. Universal Scanning and Filtering of Noisy Data Arrays

In [19], Weissman et al. mention that the problems involving
sequential decision making on noisy data are not fundamentally
different from their noiseless analogue, and in fact can be re-
duced to the noiseless setting using a properly modified loss
function. Indeed, this property of the noisy setting was used

2This is to have few simple steps in the forward–backward algorithm [25,
Sec. 5] which is required to compute � �� �� �. The generalization to �
is straightforward.
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Fig. 5. Where can a simple (suboptimal) “odds-then-evens” scan improve on the trivial scanning order and optimal filtering scheme. � is the transition probability
of the symmetric, first-order, Markov source and � is the channel crossover probability.

Fig. 6. The actual difference between the optimal filtering error rate and the “odds-then-evens” scanning and filtering error rate. � is the transition probability of
the symmetric, first-order, Markov source and � is the channel crossover probability. Only values for which � � ���� are shown.

throughout the literature, and in this work. The problem of fil-
tering a noisy data sequence is not different in this sense, and it
is possible to construct a modified loss function such that the fil-
tering problem is transformed into a prediction problem (with a
few important exceptions to be discussed later). Such a modified

loss function and a “filtering-prediction transformation” is dis-
cussed in [19]. We briefly review this transformation, and con-
sider its use in universal filtering of noisy data arrays.

First, we slightly generalize our notion of a filter. For
a random variable uniformly distributed on , let
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denote the output of the filter at
time , after observing . That is, the filter also views an
auxiliary random variable, on which it can base its output,

. We also generalize the prediction space to
. That is, the prediction space is a

distribution on the set of functions from the noisy observations
alphabet to the clean signal alphabet . We assume an
invertible discrete memoryless channel.

For each filter , the corresponding predictor is defined by

(70)

The analogous “prediction-filtering transformation” is

if

(71)

where the subscript reflects some enumeration of . Under the
above definitions, [19, Theorem 4] states that for all
and any predictor

(72)

where is the cumulative loss of the filter under
the original loss function and is the cumulative loss
of the predictor under a modified loss function , which depends
on the original loss and the channel crossover probabilities.

This result can be used for universal filtering, under invertible
discrete memoryless channels in the following way. For each
finite set of filters, construct the corresponding set of predic-
tors, then use the well-known results in universal prediction in
order to construct a universal predictor for that set. Finally, con-
struct the universal filter using the “inverse” prediction- filtering
transformation. Analogously, the results on universal finite set
scandiction given in [12] can be used to construct universal
scanner–filter pairs. Note, however, that the modified loss func-
tion may be much more complex to handle compared to the
original one. For example, it may not be a function of the differ-
ence , even if the original loss function is. Nevertheless,
the results in [12] apply to any bounded loss function, and thus
can be utilized.

IV. SCANDICTION OF NOISY DATA ARRAYS

In this section, we consider a scenario similar to that of Sec-
tion III, only now, for each , the data is not available in
the estimation of , namely, , as
opposed to in the filtering scenario. We
refer to this scenario as “noisy scandiction,” analogous to the
noisy prediction problems discussed in [14] and [15].

We first assume the joint probability distribution of the un-
derlying field and noisy observations is known, and examine
the settings of Gaussian fields under squared error loss and bi-
nary fields under Hamming loss. In these cases, we characterize

the noisy scandictability and the achieving scandictors in terms
of the “clean” scandictability of the noisy data. We then con-
sider universal scandiction for the noisy setting, show that this
is indeed possible for finite scandictor set and for the class of all
stationary binary fields corrupted by binary noise. Finally, we
derive bounds on the excess loss when nonoptimal scanners are
used (yet, with the optimal predictor for each scan).

A. Noisy Scandictability

Throughout this section, it will be beneficial to consider also
the clean scandictability as defined in [11, Definition 2], that is,
when the scandictor is judged with respect to the same random
field it observes. Thus, for governed by the probability
measure denotes the marginal measure of , and
therefore refers to the clean scandictability of ,
i.e.,

(73)

and

(74)

As mentioned earlier, in this section we relate the noisy scan-
dictability to the clean scandictability of the noisy field

. This relation can be used to derive bounds on
using the bounds on derived in [11]. However, this
should be done carefully. For example, the lower and upper
bounds given in [11, Theorem 9] are applicable only when
has an autoregressive representation (with respect to some scan-
dictor) with independent innovations. Unfortunately,

does not necessarily have this representation, and the bounds
do not apply to in a straightforward manner.3 Yet, a simple
generalization of the lower bound in [11], valid for arbitrarily
distributed random fields, can be derived using the same method
used in the proof of Theorem 2. To this end, we briefly describe
this generalization.

Let

(75)

and further define

(76)

Similarly as in Section III-A, denote by the upper concave
envelope of .

Corollary 8: For any random field and any scandictor
for

(77)

3Note that the restriction to autoregressive fields is merely technical, i.e., it
facilitates the proof of the lower bound in the sense that a weak asymptotic
equipartition property (AEP)-like theorem is required. The essence of the lower
bound, however, which is a volume preservation argument, is valid for nonau-
toregressive fields as well.
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Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2. We have

(78)

The lower bound in Corollary 8 strengthens the bound in [11,
Theorem 9] since it applies to general loss functions, arbitrarily
distributed random fields, and is nonasymptotic. When
and the loss function is of the form , where

is monotonically increasing for , monotonically de-
creasing for , satisfies and for
every , the above bound coincides with that of [11]. In that
case, , which is in turn the one sided Fenchel–Le-
gendre transform of the log moment generating function as-
sociated with (See [11, Sec. III] for details). For example,
when , we have and

. Similar results can be derived for
binary alphabet, thus, when is the Hamming loss function,

.
We now turn to discuss the noisy scandictability, . The

following lemma, proved in Appendix B, describes the noisy
scandictability for any additive white noise channel model and
the squared error loss function, , in terms of the clean scan-
dictability of , and gives the optimal scandictor.

Lemma 9: Let be a random field governed
by a probability measure such that , where

, are i.i.d. random variables with .
Then

(79)

Furthermore, is achieved by the scandictor which
achieves .

Actually, Lemma 9 is only slightly related to scanning. It
merely states that in the prediction of a process based on its
noisy observations, under the additive model stated above and
squared error loss, the optimal predictor is one which disregards
the noise, and attempts to predict the next noisy outcome. Sim-
ilar results for binary processes through a BSC were given in
[16] and will be discussed later.

Finally, we mention that the method used in the proof of
Lemma 9 is specific for the square error loss function. For a
general loss function, one can use conditional expectation in
order to compute the noisy scandictability, under a modified
loss function . Specifically, for a random field , denote by

, the smallest sigma algebra with respect to which
is measurable. Let denote a scanner for and denote by

the information available to the scandictor at the th step,
that is,

(80)

Note that the set of sites is itself random, yet
for each is measurable (if is random, namely, it
uses additional independent random variables, the definition of

is altered accordingly). Hence, the filtration
represents the gathered knowledge at the scandictor. We have

(81)

for some . Thus, if is the required loss function in
the noisy prediction problem of , one has to seek a func-
tion such that for all and

. If such a function is found, then surely
and the optimal scandictor for the noisy predic-

tion problem is the one which is optimal for the clean prediction
problem of under . While this is simple for the squared
error loss function and additive noise (choose

), or Hamming loss and BSC (choose
) this is not always the case for a general loss function.

It is also important to note that in the case of white noise consid-
ered in this paper, the condition on the modified loss function
can be stated in a single letter expression, namely, if is
the required loss function for the noisy scandiction problem,
should satisfy .

1) Gaussian Random Fields: Let both and be Gaussian
random fields, where the components of are i.i.d. and inde-
pendent of . That is, is the output of an AWGN channel,
with a Gaussian input . In this scenario, similarly to the clean
one, the noisy scandictability is known exactly and is given by
a single letter expression.

Before we proceed, several definitions are required. For any
and , denote by the best linear predictor

of given . A subset is called a half plane
if it is closed to addition and satisfies and

. For example,

or

is a half-plane. Let be a wide-sense stationary random field
and denote by the density function associated with the abso-
lutely continuous component in the Lebesgue decomposition of
its spectral measure. Then, for any half-plane , we have [26,
Theorem 1]

(82)
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We can now state the following corollary, regarding the noisy
scandictability in the Gaussian regime and squared error loss,
which is a direct application of Lemma 9 and the results of [11,
Sec. IV].

Corollary 10: Let be a random field governed
by a probability measure such that , where
is a stationary Gaussian random field, is an AWGN,
independent of . Then, the noisy scandictability of
under the squared error loss is given by

(83)

Furthermore, is asymptotically achieved by a scan-
dictor which scans according to the total order defined
by any half-plane and applies the corresponding best linear
predictor for the next outcome of .

For any stationary Gaussian process , it has been shown
by Kolmogorov (see, for example, [27]) that the entropy rate is
given by

(84)

Thus, using the one-dimensional analogue of (82), for a sta-
tionary Gaussian process , we have

(85)

In fact, (85) applies for stationary Gaussian random fields as
well. Thus, we have

(86)

where is the entropy rate of and is the entropy of
each . From the entropy power inequality [23, p. 496], we
have

(87)

thus, as expected, the noisy scandictability given in Corollary
10 (and (86)) is never smaller than the clean scandictability of

, that is, with no noise at all. In most of the interesting cases,
however, (87) is a strict inequality. In fact, as mentioned in [28],
(87) is achieved with equality only when both and are
Gaussian and have proportional spectra. Consequently, unless

is white, Corollary 10 is nontrivial.
2) Binary Random Fields: In this case, the results of [14] and

[16] shed light on the optimal scandictor. Therein, it was shown
that for a binary prediction problem, i.e., where is a binary
source passed through a BSC with crossover probability ,
and is the channel output, the more likely outcome for the
clean bit is also the more likely outcome for the noisy bit. Thus,
the optimal predictor in the Hamming sense for the next clean
bit (based on the noisy observations) might as well use the same
strategy as if it tried to predict the next noisy bit. Consequently,
the optimal scandictor in the noisy setting is the one which is
optimal for , and the results of [11, Sec. V] apply.

The following proposition relates the scandictability of a bi-
nary noise-corrupted process , judged with respect to the
clean binary process , to its clean scandictability.

Proposition 11: Let be a binary random
field governed by a probability measure such that is the
output of a binary memoryless symmetric channel with cross
over probability and input . Then

(88)

where is the Hamming loss function. Furthermore,
is achieved by the scandictor which achieves .

Note that indeed as is the output of a BSC
with crossover probability .

Proof (Proposition 11): Let be any sequence of
elements in , satisfying . We have

(89)

and analogously

(90)

Denoting by the channel noise at time , and abbreviating
by , we have

(91)

Namely, for , the optimal strategy for predicting
based on and the optimal strategy for predicting

based on are identical, and, in addition

(92)

Substituting (92) into (89) and taking completes the
proof.

B. Universal Scandiction in the Noisy Scenario

Section IV-A dealt with the actual value of the best achievable
performance in the noisy scandiction scenario. However, it is
also interesting to investigate the universal setting in which one
seeks a predictor which does not depend on the joint probability
measure of , yet performs asymptotically as well as a
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one matched to this measure. The problem of universal scan-
diction in the noiseless scenario was dealt with in [12]. Herein,
we show that it is possible to construct universal scandictors in
the noisy setting as well (similar to universal scanning and fil-
tering in Section III-C). First, we show that it is possible to com-
pete successfully with any finite set of scandictors, and present
a universal scandictor for this setting. We then show that with
a proper choice of a set of scandictors, it is possible to (uni-
versally) achieve , i.e., the noisy scandictability, for any
spatially stationary random filed .

At the basis of the results of [12] stands the exponential
weighting algorithm, originally derived by Vovk in [29]. In
[29], Vovk considered a general set of experts and introduced
the exponential weighting algorithm in order to compete with
the best expert in the set. In this algorithm, each expert is
assigned with a weight, according to its past performance. By
decreasing the weight of poorly performing experts, hence
preferring the ones proved to perform well thus far, one is able
to compete with the best expert, having neither any a priori
knowledge on the input sequence nor which expert will perform
the best. It is clear that the essence of this algorithm is the use
of the cumulative losses incurred by each expert to construct
a probability measure on the experts, which is later used to
choose an expert for the next action. However, when the clean
data is not known to the sequential algorithm, it is impos-
sible to calculate the cumulative losses of the experts precisely.
Nevertheless, as Weissman and Merhav show in [15], using an
unbiased estimate of results in sufficiently accurate
estimates of the cumulative losses of the experts, which in turn
can be used by the exponential weighting algorithm. Hence, the
framework derived in [12] can then be used to suggest universal
scandictors for the noisy setting as well.

Consider a random field where is binary and
is either binary (e.g., the output of a BSC whose input is ) or
real valued (e.g., through a Gaussian noise channel). For a
loss function we define, similarly
to [15]

and (93)

Assume is a scandictor for . Then, for any , we
have

(94)

Clearly, depends on and is not known to
the sequential algorithm. Let be an unbiased estimate
for . For example, when is the output of a BSC with input

we may choose

(95)

Define

(96)

and

(97)

Similarly to [15], we assume that the noise field is of in-
dependent components and that for each ,
i.e., the noise component at site affects the observation at that
site alone. In Appendix C, we show that for any image and
any scandictor for is a zero
mean martingale. As a result, for any scandictor , image

, and we have

(98)

namely, is an unbiased estimator for
. The universal algorithm for scanning and

prediction in the noisy scenario will thus use
instead of , which is unknown. More
specifically, similarly to the algorithm proposed in [12], the
algorithm divides the data array to be scandicted to blocks of
size , then scans the data in a (fixed) block-wise
order, where each block is scandicted using a scandictor
chosen at random from the scandictors set, according to the
distribution ,

(99)

where , the estimated cumulative
loss of the scandictor after scandicting blocks of data,
when is restarted after each block, and is the cardi-
nality of the set of scandictors .4 Note the subscript in

, as in order to scandict a data array of size , the uni-
versal algorithm discussed here uses the scandictors with which
it competes, but only on blocks of size .

The following proposition gives an upper bound on the re-
dundancy of the algorithm when competing with a finite set of
scandictors, each operating block-wise on the data array.

Proposition 12: Let be the expected (with
respect to the noisy random field as well as the randomiza-
tion in the algorithm) cumulative loss of the proposed algorithm
on , when the underlying clean array is and the noisy
field is of independent components with for each

4To be consistent with the notation of [12], the same notation is used for both
a filtration and a scandictor set. The difference should be clear from the context.
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. Let denote the expected cumu-
lative loss of the best scandictor in , operating block-wise
on . Assume and a loss function bounded by

. Then

(100)

Proof: By (98) and [12, Proposition 3], for any we
have

(101)

As Proposition 12 compares between the performance of the
proposed algorithm and that of any finite set of scandictors, for
any finite input image , it is the basis for the main result in
this subsection, a universal scandictor which competes success-
fully with any finite set of scandictors for the noisy scenario. To
see how this result can be achieved, follow a similar reasoning
to that in [12]. That is, first note that with a proper choice of
the block size and finite , the right—hand side (RHS)
of (100) can be made arbitrarily small for large enough . By
averaging on the distribution of the input , one can show that
the expected performance of the proposed algorithm is at least
as good as any finite set of scandictors. This is made precise in
Theorem 13 below. Then, it is possible to show that for each ,
there exists a finite set of scandictors , such that is large
enough to approximate the performance of any given scandictor
for (in terms of having at least one scandictor in
with a vanishing difference in the performance compared to the
given scandictor), yet small enough such that the RHS of (100)
can still be made arbitrarily small. This result is stated precisely
in Theorem 14.

Theorem 13: Let be a stationary random field with a
probability measure . Assume that for each is the
output of a memoryless channel whose input is . Let

be an arbitrary sequence of scandictor sets, where is
a set of scandictors for and for all . Then,
there exists a sequence of scandictors , independent
of , for which

(102)

for any , where the inner expectation in the left-
hand side (LHS) of (102) is due to the possible randomization
in .

The proof of Theorem 13 follows the proof of [12, The-
orem 2] verbatim.

It is now possible to show the existence of a universal scan-
dictor for any stationary random field in the noisy scandiction
setting. Herein, we include only the setting where is binary
and is the output of a BSC. In this case, the scandictor is
twofold-universal, namely, it does not depend on the channel
crossover probability either. Extending the results to real-valued
noise is possible using the methods introduced in [16] (although
the universal predictor does depend on the channel characteris-
tics) and will be discussed later.

Theorem 14: Let be a stationary random field over a bi-
nary alphabet and a probability measure . Let be
the output of a BSC whose input is and whose crossover
probability . Let the prediction space be either finite or
bounded (with then being Lipschitz in its second argu-
ment). Then, there exists a sequence of scandictors ,
independent of and of , for which

(103)

for any , where the inner expectation in the LHS
of (103) is due to the possible randomization in .

Similar to [16, Section A] and the proof of [12, Theorem 6],
in the case of binary input and binary-valued noise it is possible
to take the set of scandictors with which we compete as the set
of all possible scandictors for an block. The proof
thus follows directly from the proof of [12, Theorem 6].

As for continuous-valued observations, it is quite clear that
the set of all possible scandictors for an block is
far too rich to compete with (note that this is becuase the number
of predictors is too large). A complete discussion is available in
[16, Sec. B]. However, Weissman and Merhav do offer a method
for successfully achieving the Bayes envelope for this setting,
by introducing a much smaller set of predictors, which on one
hand includes the best th-order Markov predictor, yet on the
other hand is not too rich, in the sense that the redundancy of the
exponential weighting algorithm tends to zero when competing
with an -grid of it. Since presenting a universal scandictor for
this scenario will mainly include a repetition of the many details
discussed in [16], we do not include it here.

C. Bounds on the Excess Loss for Non-Optimal Scandictors

Analogously to the scanning and filtering setting discussed in
Section III, and the clean prediction setting discussed in [12], it
is interesting to investigate the excess loss incurred when nonop-
timal scandictors are used in the noisy scandiction setting. Unlike
the scanning and filtering setting, where the excess loss bounds
were not a straightforward extensions of the results in [12], in
the noisy scandiction scenario this problem can be quite easily
tackled using the results of [12] and modified loss functions.

We briefly state the results of [12] in this context. The sce-
nario considered there is that of predicting the next outcome of
a binary source, with as the prediction space. de-
notes the Bayes envelope associated with the loss function ,
i.e.,

(104)
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Similarly to (59), define

(105)

Note that although the definitions of and refer to the
binary scenario, the result below holds for larger alphabets, with

defined as in (105), with the maximum ranging over the sim-
plex of all distributions on the alphabet, and (replacing

) and denoting the entropy and Bayes envelope of
the distribution , respectively. In [12], it is shown that if
is an arbitrarily distributed binary random field, then, for any
scan

(106)

where and are the achievers of the minimum in (105).
As mentioned earlier, if is some loss function for the

“clean” prediction problem of , the noisy process, then

(107)

for some . Assuming a suitable is found (i.e., ), we
have, for any scan

(108)

where is the normalized expected

cumulative loss in optimally predicting based on ,
under the loss function is the nor-
malized expected cumulative loss in optimally predicting
based on , under the loss function , and and are
the minimizers of as defined in (105). Hence, the following
corollary applies.

Corollary 15: Let be an arbitrarily distributed binary
field. Assume a white noise, and denote the noisy version of

by . Let be the prediction space and
be any loss function. Then, for any scan

(109)

when is a loss function such that
for any .

Example 3 (BSC and Hamming Loss): In the case of bi-
nary input, BSC with crossover probability and Hamming loss

, it is not hard to show that

(110)

Hence

(111)

and

(112)

where as mentioned in [12]. The above bound on the
excess loss can also be computed directly, without using Corol-
lary 15, as for any scan , the normalized cumulative prediction
errors are given by

(113)

for the noisy scenario, and

(114)

for the (clean) prediction of . Hence, using (92), for any scan
we have

(115)

Example 4 (Additive Noise and Squared Error): Let be
the output of an additive channel, with denoting the noise
variance. Let be the squared error loss function. In this case

(116)

Thus, Corollary 15 applies with , and
clearly . Note that although Corollary 15 is stated for
binary alphabet, it is not hard to generalize its result to larger
alphabets, as mentioned in [12, Sec. 4].

1) Excess Loss Bounds Via the Continuous Time Mutual
Information: The bound on the excess noisy scandiction loss
given in Corollary 15 was derived using the results of [12]
and modified loss functions. However, new bounds can also
be derived using the same method which was used in the
proof of Theorem 3, namely, the scan invariance of the mutual
information and the relation to the continuous time problem.
We briefly discuss how such a bound can be derived for noisy
scandiction of Gaussian fields corrupted by Gaussian noise.

Using the notation of Section III-B1, we have

(117)
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where

(118)

Since and is monotonically in-
creasing for , derivations similar to (31) lead to

(119)

On the other hand, since for , we have

(120)

which now can be viewed as the scanning and prediction ana-
logue of [18, eq. (156b)]. We thus have the following corollary.

Corollary 16: Let be a Gaussian random field with a
constant marginal distribution satisfying
for all . Let , where is a white Gaussian
noise of variance , independent of . Then, for any two
scans and and their optimal predictors, we have

(121)

Similarly as in Theorem 3, the bound in Corollary 16 has the
form , namely, it scales with the variance of the input.
As expected, at the limit of low SNR, , since regard-
less of the scan one is clueless about the underlying clean symbol.
In fact, it is not surprising that this behavior is common to both
the filtering and the prediction scenarios. In the former, the bound
value is given by (27), while in the latter it is given by (117). In
both cases, the bound value is simply the difference between a
continuous-time filtering problem, and a discrete-time filtering
(or prediction, in (117)) problem. It is not hard to see that this
difference tends to as . At the limit of high SNR,

. Indeed, this limit corresponds to the noiseless
scandiction scenario, where scanning is consequential [11].

V. CONCLUSION

We investigated problems in sequential filtering and predic-
tion of noisy multidimensional data arrays. A bound on the best
achievable scanning and filtering performance was derived, and
the excess loss incurred when nonoptimal scanners are used was
quantified. In the prediction setting, a relation of the best achiev-
able performance to that of the clean scandictability was given.
In both the filtering and prediction scenarios, a special emphasis
was given to the cases of AWGN and squared error loss, and
BSC and Hamming loss.

The results in this paper are formulated for the case of two-
dimensional random fields. Yet, the techniques used to achieve
them can be generalized to any finite-dimension in a straight-
forward manner. For example, the excess loss bounds are based
on comparing the performance of a given scanner to a scan-in-
variant property of the random field, such as the entropy or mu-
tual information. It is easy to see that these properties remain scan
invariant for higher (but finite) dimensions as well, hence gener-
alizing the results to any finite dimension is merely technical.

Due to their sequential nature, the problems discussed in this
paper are strongly related to the filtering and prediction problems
where reordering of the data is not allowed (or where there is only
one natural order to scan the data), such as robust filtering and
universal prediction discussed in the current literature. However,
the numerous scanning possibilities in the multidimensional set-
ting add a multitude of new challenges. In fact, many interesting
problems remain open. It is clear that identifying the optimal
scanning methods in the widely used input and channel models
discussed here is required, as the implementation of universal al-
gorithms might be too complex in realistic situations. Moreover,
tighter upper bounds on the excess loss can be derived in order
to better understand the tradeoffs between nontrivial scanning
methods and the overall performance. Finally, by [11], the trivial
scan is optimal for scandiction of noise-free Gaussian random
fields. By Corollary 10, this is also the case in scandiction of
Gaussian fields corrupted by Gaussian noise. Whether the same
holds for scanning and filtering of Gaussian random fields cor-
rupted by Gaussian noise remains unanswered.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 4

The proof resembles the proof of Theorem 3. However, the
derivations leading to the analogue of (31) are slightly different.
For any input field , we have

(122)

where results from the definition of . The rest of the
proof follows similarly to the proof of Theorem 3, since for any

and it is clear that is nonnegative.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 9

Without loss of generality, we assume . From Propo-
sition 1, we have

(123)
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However, since , and is independent of
and of all , we have

(124)
That is,

(125)

which completes the proof.

APPENDIX C
THE MARTINGALE PROPERTY OF

The proof follows that of [15, Lemma 1]. However, notice
that due to the data-dependent scanning is not generated by
a fixed set of random variables, that is, over a fixed set of sites,
but by a set of random variables which may be different for
each instantiation of the random field (as for each depends
on ). Yet, the expectation will always be with respect to
the random variables seen so far.

By (97)

(126)

Defining

(127)

we have

(128)

where the third equality holds since is measurable
for any , the fourth holds since is
independent of , and the fifth holds since is an
unbiased estimate for . Hence, is a zero-mean
martingale (note that ). Analogously,

is also a zero-mean martingale with re-
spect to , which completes the proof.
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